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Background-—Left ventricular (LV) mass ascertained using echocardiography may enhance risk stratification for sudden cardiac
death. The objective of this study was to assess the association between left ventricular mass and the risk of sudden cardiac death
in a population-based cohort and determine its incremental value beyond conventional risk predictors.

Methods and Results-—Assessment of LV mass was based on echocardiography in a sample of 905 middle-aged men
representative of the general population (aged 42 to 61 years). During the follow-up period of 20 years, there were a total of 63
sudden cardiac deaths. In a comparison of the top versus the bottom quartile of LV mass adjusted by body surface area (>120
versus <89 g/m2), the multivariable adjusted hazard ratio was 2.57 (95% CI 1.24 to 5.31, P=0.010). Further adjustment for LV
function only modestly attenuated the risk of sudden cardiac death among men with LV mass of >120 g/m2 (hazard ratio 2.29,
95% CI 1.10 to 4.74, P=0.026). Addition of LV mass adjusted by body surface area to a conventional risk factor model for sudden
cardiac death improved the integrated discrimination index by 0.033 (95% CI 0.009 to 0.057, P=0.007) and the category-free net
reclassification index by 0.501 (95% CI 0.092 to 0.911, P=0.016).

Conclusions-—Indexed LV mass by body surface area is an independent predictor of sudden cardiac death and may help improve
the risk prediction of sudden cardiac death beyond conventional cardiovascular risk factors. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2014;3:
e001285 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.114.001285)
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S udden cardiac death (SCD) typically occurs soon after the
onset of the first symptoms with few or no early warning

signs or symptoms, leaving little time for effective medical
interventions.1 Due to the high impact of SCD worldwide,
prevention appears to be a desirable approach to decrease the
risk of SCD at the population level.2–4 Echocardiographic
measures of left ventricular (LV) mass may help improve risk
stratification for SCD beyond conventional cardiovascular risk
factors. Some studies have observed that an elevated LV mass
is associated with increased risk of cardiovascular diseases5–9

and SCD.10,11 However, there is limited prospective evidence
available on the association of indexed LV mass and the risk of
SCD. Previous case–control study suggested that body surface
area (BSA) adjusted LV mass may have an additive effect on
SCD risk irrespective of LV function.12 The aim of this
prospective study was to evaluate the association and
prognostic significance of LV mass/BSA in relation to the risk
of SCD in a representative population-based sample of men.

Methods

Subjects
The study was carried out with the participants of the Kuopio
Ischaemic Heart Disease Risk Factor Study, a longitudinal
population-based study initially designed to investigate risk
factors for cardiovascular diseases and SCD. This prospective
study focused on LV mass defined by echocardiography and
SCD risk in the general population. The study population is a
representative sample of men who were 42 to 61 years of age
at baseline examinations performed between March 1984 and
December 1989, and living in the city of Kuopio and its
surrounding rural communities.4 Of 3235 potentially eligible
men, 2682 (83%) volunteered to participate in this study. The
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Kuopio Ischaemic Heart Disease Risk Factor Study was
approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University
of Kuopio, and each participant gave written informed consent.
The study reported here is based on data obtained from 905
participants who had complete data on echocardiographic
measurements available at baseline.13 All men who visited
consecutively from 1986 to 1988 participated in the study.
There were no statistically significant differences in baseline
characteristics between those who were included and those
excluded from the current study. Although men who excluded
were slightly older (age 53.8 versus 50.5 years, P=0.001) as
compared with men who were included in the final analysis, all
other key characteristics including body mass, cigarette
smoking, serum lipids, blood pressure, and prevalent diseases
did not differ statistically significantly at baseline.

Echocardiographic Assessment of LV Mass
Echocardiographic studies were performed with an ATL
Ultramark IV system and the use of two-dimensional-guided
M-mode measurements with a 3.0- or 3.5-MHz transducer.
Two-dimensional-guided M-mode images were obtained from
the parasternal window and a perpendicular projection across
the heart, with participants lying in a modified left lateral
decubitus position.13 Left atrium diameter, LV end-diastolic
and systolic internal dimension, end-diastolic thickness of the
interventricular septum and the LV posterior wall and LV
function (fractional shortening, percent) were among the
measures collected. All measures were calculated from
leading edge to leading edge. LV diameter and wall thick-
nesses were measured in the parasternal long-axis view. LV
mass was calculated by using the Devereux formula (cor-
rected American Society of Echocardiography cube
method).13–15 The reproducibility of this measure was tested
at baseline in a random sample of 30 subjects re-examined at
3-week intervals, yielding a retest reliability of 0.82 between
the 2 examinations. The change in LV mass was defined by
repeating the assessment of LV mass in the midpoint of the
follow-up in a random sample. LV mass was adjusted for BSA
(calculated by [weight0.4259height0.725]90.007184).16 We
used BSA-adjusted approach defined by indexed LV mass of
>125 g/m2 as a cut-off for LV hypertrophy supported by
previous evidence.13,16 We also conducted analyses based on
LV/mass divided by height.17 All the echocardiographic
measurements were performed and interpreted during the
baseline and follow-up examination by 2 independent cardi-
ologists according to the standardized protocol.

Assessment of Risk Factors and Clinical Diseases
The collection of blood specimens including measurement of
fasting levels of serum lipids and assessment of smoking,

alcohol consumption, and the definition of type 2 diabetes are
described elsewhere.4,18 Resting blood pressure was mea-
sured by an experienced nurse using a random-zero sphyg-
momanometer (Hawskley, UK) after 5 and 10 minutes of rest
in a seated position.18 The lifelong exposure to smoking
(cigarette pack-years) was estimated as the product of the
number of smoking years multiplied by the number of tobacco
products smoked daily. Body mass index (BMI) was computed
as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in
meters. Baseline diseases, family histories, and the regular
use of antihypertensive medication were assessed by self-
administered questionnaires, which were checked during a
medical examination by a physician. Cardiorespiratory fitness
was defined as the highest value or the plateau of directly
measured oxygen uptake based on breathing gas exchange
during the exercise testing.4

Definition of Follow-Up Events
Deaths that occurred by the end of 2010 were checked
against the hospital documents, health centers, and death
certificates. There were no losses to follow-up. A death was
classified as SCD when it occurred within 24 hours of the
onset of symptoms, including nonwitnessed cases when
clinical and autopsy findings did not reveal a noncardiac cause
of sudden death.4 The witnessed subject was to have been
seen alive and symptom free within 1 hour before the event.
SCDs that occurred in out-of-hospital conditions were also
defined as places in which the events that occurred had been
reported accurately in hospital documents.4 The deaths due
to aortic aneurysm rupture or tamponade and pulmonary
embolism were not included as SCD. The sources of
information were interviews, hospital documents, death
certificates, autopsy reports, and medicolegal reports. The
diagnostic classification of events was based on symptoms,
electrocardiographic findings, cardiac enzyme elevations,
autopsy findings (80% of all cardiac deaths), and history of
coronary heart disease (CHD) together with the clinical and
electrocardiographic findings of the paramedic staff. All the
documents related to the death were cross-checked in detail
by 2 physicians. Non-SCDs were also carefully documented
using standardized criteria. Cardiac deaths that did not lead to
death during the following 24 hours of the onset of symptoms
were considered as non-SCD. Data on incident nonfatal acute
coronary events were obtained by computer linkage to the
national hospital register. The independent events committee,
blind to clinical data, performed the classification of deaths.
All coronary interventions including percutaneous coronary
intervention and coronary artery bypass graft surgery per-
formed due to clinical reasons were also defined during the
follow-up. The information based on the interventions was
collected from the hospital coronary intervention registry.
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Statistical Analysis
Descriptive data are presented as means (SD) and percent-
ages. Correlation coefficients are reported for LV mass/BSA
and relevant risk factors. Means of continuous variables were
compared using the t test, and v2 tests were used for
categorical variables. Time-to-event analyses were conducted
using Cox proportional hazard models adjusted for age,
systolic blood pressure, cigarette smoking, serum low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol, type 2 diabetes, BMI, previous myo-
cardial infarction, family history of CHD, and cardiorespiratory
fitness. Covariates were selected on the basis of their
previously established role as a well-defined predictive factor
on the basis of overall evidence and available data. To
evaluate whether LV mass/BSA were associated with SCD
independently of incident nonfatal coronary events during
follow-up, we adjusted for acute coronary events, fitting these
as time-dependent covariates in regression models. The
proportional hazards assumption was evaluated by examining
the Schoenfeld residuals.

To quantify within-person variability in LV mass indexed
to BSA, which is the extent to which an individual’s indexed
LV mass varies around a long-term average level, the
regression dilution ratio was estimated from a linear
regression of the available repeat measurements made in
samples collected at an 11-year follow-up interval in 579
individuals, approximately the midpoint of this study’s
follow-up duration. The usual levels of LV mass indexed
to BSA were then generated using regression calibration
models, which take into account the long-term within-
person variability (eg, increase in LV mass). Regression
dilution ratio assumed that the “usual levels” of LV mass
represented the true long-term exposure of LV mass on
SCD risk.19

The shape of association with SCD risk was assessed by
plotting hazard ratios (HR) calculated within the prespecified
quartiles of baseline LV mass to BSA against the mean value
within each fourth. Floating variances were used to calculate
95% CI for the HR in each group, including the reference
group, to allow for comparisons across the groups irrespec-
tive of the arbitrarily chosen reference category (ie, bottom
quartile). Appropriate interaction terms were introduced to
examine for differences in HRs across levels of prespecified
clinical characteristics (LV function, history of hypertension,
CHD or pulmonary disease, BMI, the use of b-blockers, and
age).

The C-index was calculated to assess the model discrim-
ination (the ability of the model to correctly identify subjects
with respect to SCD). The incremental value of indexed LV
mass in addition to previously documented risk factors and
diseases were evaluated using C-index. Additionally, the risk
prediction models were compared using metrics of risk

reclassification, including the integrated discrimination
improvement and a category-free measure of the net reclas-
sification index, which is a measure without predefined risk
categories.20 The change in C-index and the measures of risk
reclassification were assessed for the model (age, systolic
blood pressure, cigarette smoking, serum low density lipo-
protein cholesterol, type 2 diabetes, BMI, previous myocardial
infarction, family history of CHD, and cardiorespiratory
fitness) with and without LV mass/BSA. A 2-sided P<0.05
was accepted as statistically significant for all analyses.
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0
IBM Corp., Armonk, NY and STATA version 11.0 StataCorp LP,
College Station, TX.

Results

Characteristics
The mean age of participants was 50.5 (SD 6.6) years, and
mean LV mass was 207 g (SD 54, range 92 to 525 g). Both
LV end-diastolic (r=0.659, P<0.001) and end-systolic
(r=0.536, P<0.001) diameter were correlated with LV mass.
Baseline characteristics and their correlation with LV mass/
BSA are shown in Table 1. Prevalence of LV hypertrophy,
defined as LV mass >125 g/m2, was 19.3% (n=175).

Outcomes
Overall, 63 SCDs were recorded during an average follow-up
of 20.2 years (interquartile range 18.8 to
21.3 years=53 623.6 person-years). A total of 55 SCDs
(83% of all events) occurred in out-of-hospital situations, and
most of these cases were due to documented ventricular
tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation, or death with autopsy
revealing no other reason for death. Echocardiographic
characteristics are shown according to subsequent SCD in
Table 2.

LV Mass and the Risk of SCD
Cumulative hazard curves demonstrated the highest risk of
SCD among males in the top fourth indexed LV mass to BSA
compared to those in the bottom fourth (P-value for log-rank
test <0.001: Figure 1). Men with LV mass/BSA of >120 g/
m2 had 2.57-fold risk of SCD compared to men with LV mass/
BSA of <89 g/m2, after adjusting for the multivariable model
with age, systolic blood pressure, cigarette smoking, serum
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, type 2 diabetes, BMI,
previous myocardial infarction, family history of CHD, and
cardiorespiratory fitness (Table 3). The highest fourth of LV
mass/BSA showed a higher rate of SCD, whereas the risk was
not significantly increased among subjects in the second and
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third fourths. LV function at baseline and acute coronary
events during the interim period were additionally taken into
account, and HRs were still more than 2-fold for men in the
highest fourth, respectively. The respective relation between
the highest fourth of LV mass/BSA and SCD was significant
after adjustment for coronary interventions during the follow-
up (adjusted HR 2.07, 95% CI 1.34 to 3.19, P=0.001 for men
in the highest quartile). Estimated regression dilution ratio
was 0.84 (CI 0.79 to 0.88) for LV mass adjusted to BSA,
indicating the changes in LV mass over the time. The shapes
of the association of the usual level of LV mass to BSA with
the risk of SCD are shown in Figure 2 when the regression
dilution ratio was included in the model. The relationship
between LV mass/BSA (in quartiles) and the risk of non-SCD
was not significant (P=0.229).

The age and risk-factor adjusted HR for LV hypertrophy
defined by categorized LV mass of >125 g/m2 was 2.72 (95%
CI 1.59 to 4.65, P<0.001) for the risk of SCD. Additional
adjustment for LV function did not change considerably the
association between LV mass of >125 g/m2 and the risk of
SCD (HR 2.50, 95% CI 1.46 to 4.29, P=0.001). When using the
lower cut-off of >116 g/m2 for LV hypertrophy, the respective
HRs were 1.84 (95% CI 1.09 to 3.10, P=0.023) and 1.69 (95%
CI 1.01 to 2.86, P=0.049) after additional adjustment for LV
function. LV mass was a significant predictor of SCD risk
among subjects without previous history of CHD, hyperten-
sion, pulmonary disease, or the use of b-blockers (Figure 3).
In general, the association between LV hypertrophy
(>125 kg/m2) and the risk of SCD was consistent across
several subgroups without a statistically significant interac-

Table 1. Baseline Demographic Characteristics and Correlations With Left Ventricular (LV) Mass/Body Surface Area (BSA)
(n=905)

Mean (SD) or Proportion LV Mass/BSA

Characteristics Correlation (95% CI)†

Age, y 50.5 (6.6) 0.15 (0.08, 0.21)*

Body weight, kg 80.6 (11.3) 0.15 (0.09, 0.22)*

Body mass index, kg/m2 26.7 (3.1) 0.14 (0.08, 0.21)*

BSA, m2 1.94 (0.15) 0.14 (0.07, 0.20)*

Cigarette pack-years of smoking‡ 7.6 (15.7) �0.04 (�0.10, 0.03)

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 132.3 (15.4) 0.14 (0.07, 0.20)*

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 88.7 (10.2) 0.07 (0.01, 0.14)*

Serum total cholesterol, mmol/L 5.78 (1.00) �0.01 (�0.07, 0.06)

Serum LDL-cholesterol, mmol/L 3.87 (0.92) �0.03 (�0.10, 0.03)

Serum HDL-cholesterol, mmol/L 1.27 (0.29) 0.09 (0.02, 0.15)*

Cardiorespiratory fitness, mL/kg per minute§ 32.1 (7.8) 0.04 (�0.03, 0.10)

Categorical variable Change relative to ref categoryk

Smoker, % 31.2 �2.22 (�5.78, 1.34)

Diabetes, %¶ 4.9 2.56 (�5.34, 10.45)

Atrial fibrillation, % 1.2 4.45 (�7.44, 16.33)

Hypertension, % 25.8 2.77 (�0.55, 6.09)

Family history of coronary heart disease, % 48.9 �1.42 (�4.74, 1.89)

Regular use of medication

Antihypertensive drugs, % 13.9 9.95 (5.56, 14.35)*

Statins,% 6.2 �5.94 (�26.39, 14.52)

β-Blockers, % 9.6 7.68 (2.75, 12.62)*

Aspirin, % 9.5 �1.29 (�6.68, 4.11)

HDL indicates high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein.
*P<0.05 for statistical significance.
†Correlation coefficient (95% CI).
‡Pack-years denotes the lifelong exposure to smoking which was estimated as the product of years smoked and the number of tobacco products smoked daily at the time of examination.
§Cardiorespiratory fitness was defined as the highest value or the plateau of oxygen uptake during the exercise testing.
kReference is the category without the characteristic (eg, change relative to the reference).
¶Diabetes was defined as fasting blood glucose ≥6.1 mmol/L or a clinical diagnosis of diabetes with either dietary, oral, or insulin treatment.
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tion. In addition, LV diameter (mm) was related to risk of SCD
(adjusted HR 1.21, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.37, P=0.004). Men in the
highest quartile of LV diastolic diameter (>54 mm) had a
2.27-fold (95% CI 1.37 to 3.77, P=0.001) risk of SCD,
compared to those in the lowest quartile of LV diastolic
diameter (>48 mm). LV diastolic diameter/BSA (mean
27 mm/m2) as a continuous variable was also related to
the risk of SCD (adjusted HR 1.13, 95% CI 1.05 to 1.22,
P=0.002 per mm/m2 change).

Men in the highest fourth of LV mass indexed to BSA
(>120 g/m2) had an adjusted HR of 3.39 (95% CI 1.32 to
8.73, P=0.010) for out-of-hospital SCD compared to men with
LV mass indexed to BSA (<89 g/m2) in the lowest fourth.
Similarly, men with LV mass indexed to BSA >125 g/m2 had

an adjusted HR of 2.62 (95% CI 1.40 to 4.91, P=0.003) for
out-of-hospital SCD compared to men with LV mass index to
BSA ≤125 g/m2. Prevalence of LV hypertrophy, as by defined
LV mass indexed to height (LV mass per height2.7) of >51 g/
m, was 29.8% (n=270). The age and risk-factor adjusted HR
for LV hypertrophy defined by height-categorized LV mass of
>51 g/m was 1.72 (95% CI 1.01 to 2.93, P=0.046) for the
risk of SCD. Additional adjustment for LV function weakened
the association between LV hypertrophy of >51 g/m and the
risk of SCD (HR 1.56, 95% CI 0.91 to 2.65, P=0.104).

Risk prediction models for SCD that added indexed LV
mass/BSA to the previously established risk factors, as
described earlier, increased integrated discrimination
improvement by 0.033 (95% CI 0.009 to 0.057, P=0.007)
and the category-free measure of the net reclassification
index by 0.501 (95% CI 0.092 to 0.911, P=0.016). Inclusion
of indexed LV mass/BSA in the model with age and
previously established risk factors did not yield a statistically
significant C-index change (0.007) (95% CI -0.009 to 0.023,
P=0.418).

Discussion
LV mass indexed by BSA was independently associated with
the risk of SCD; most of the SCDs occurred in out-of-hospital
conditions. Indexed LV mass defined by echocardiography
incrementally improved SCD risk prediction beyond conven-
tional risk factors.

The presence and severity of underlying heart disease
including myocardial infarction with LV dysfunction has been
the single most predictive risk factor for SCD.3,21 The
availability of LV function in the risk prediction for SCD has
been limited by low sensitivity in the general population, as

Table 2. Echocardiographic Characteristics With and Without Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) During Follow-Up (n=905)

SCD (63 Men) Others (842 Men)

P Value for the DifferenceMean (SD) Mean (SD)

Left ventricular mass, g* 241.4 (73.8) 204.3 (51.2) <0.001

Left ventricular mass/BSA, g/m2 125.1 (37.5) 104.8 (23.9) <0.001

Left ventricular posterior wall at end diastole, mm 11.6 (2.0) 10.7 (1.5) <0.001

Ventricular septum at end diastole, mm 11.0 (2.3) 10.2 (1.7) 0.001

Left ventricular end-diastolic diameter, mm 53.2 (6.7) 51.3 (4.3) 0.001

Left ventricular end-systolic diameter, mm 36.8 (7.6) 34.0 (4.6) <0.001

Left ventricular function, fractional shortening, % 31.1 34.9 <0.001

Aortic diameter, mm 35.9 (4.2) 35.3 (3.6) 0.233

Left atrium diameter, mm 44.9 (6.2) 41.1 (5.2) <0.001

BSA indicates body surface area.
*Left ventricular mass calculated by using the Devereux formula (corrected American Society of Echocardiography cube method).14

1st quartile
2nd quartile
3rd quartile
4th quartile

0.10

0.20

Pr
op

or
tio

n

0.30

0 5 10 15 20 25

Follow-up time (years)

P ≤ 0.001 for log
rank test

Figure 1. The cumulative hazard curves during the follow-up
according to the quartiles of ratio of left ventricular mass to body
surface area. The cut-off values for quartiles were as follows: left
ventricular mass/body surface area first <89 g/m2, second 89 to
103 g/m2, third 104 to 120 g/m2, fourth >120 g/m2 (n=905).
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the majority of subjects who suffer from SCD seem to have a
preserved LV systolic function.22 In this study of men from the
general population, the assessment of LV mass by echocar-
diography with the definition of LV function provided valuable
additional prognostic information for the risk of SCD.

The observed association between LV mass and the risk of
non-SCD was not statistically significant, indicating that LV
mass is a more specific risk factor for SCD. The elevated risk
of SCD seems to be limited in the top quartile of LV mass/
BSA, which was significantly different from the bottom
quartile, and the association was significant after progressive
adjustment for LV function and incident nonfatal coronary
events occurring during the follow-up. On the basis of

supplementary analysis, LV mass was consistently related to
SCD among subjects without previous history of hyperten-
sion, CHD or pulmonary disease, or the use of b-blockers,
although the number of SCDs was limited for very detailed
subgroup analysis.

In our study with the population sample of middle-aged
men, the prevalence of BSA-adjusted LV hypertrophy, as
defined by LV mass of >125 g/m2, was in accordance with
previous studies.9,12,13,21–23 The American and European
guidelines for echocardiography have suggested that LV mass
indexed by BSA from 117 to 130 g/m2 is a moderately
abnormal finding.24 In our study, the results were consistent
while using the cut-off of >116 g/m2. LV hypertrophy has

Table 3. Association of Indexed LV Mass to Body Surface Area With the Risk of Sudden Cardiac Death (n=905)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value HR (95% CI) P Value

LV mass/BSA, g/m2

Q1, <89 g/m2 Ref Ref Ref Ref

Q2, 89 to 103 g/m2 0.87 (0.37 to 2.04) 0.746 1.02 (0.43 to 2.47) 0.949 0.99 (0.41 to 2.40) 0.991 0.97 (0.40 to 2.35) 0.953

Q3, 104 to 120 g/m2 1.39 (0.64 to 3.03) 0.405 1.36 (0.59 to 3.08) 0.465 1.25 (0.55 to 2.85) 0.595 1.24 (0.55 to 2.84) 0.602

Q4, >120 g/m2 3.66 (1.86 to 7.18) <0.001 2.57 (1.24 to 5.31) 0.010 2.29 (1.10 to 4.74) 0.026 2.28 (1.10 to 4.72) 0.027

Model 1: Unadjusted. Model 2: Adjusted age, cigarette smoking, serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, type 2 diabetes, body mass index, previous myocardial
infarction, family history of coronary heart disease, and cardiorespiratory fitness. Model 3: Model 2 plus left ventricular function. Model 4: Model 3 plus time-varying incident coronary
events. BSA indicates body surface area; HR, hazard ratio; LV, left ventricular; Q1 to Q4, quartiles from 1 to 4.

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

100 110 120 130 140
Usual level of LV mass/ BSA (grams/m2)

Adjusted for age, alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking, serum low density lipoprotein cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, type 2 diabetes, body mass index
previous myocardial infarction, family history of coronary heart disease and cardiorespiratory fitness 

Additionally adjusted for left ventricular function

HR

Figure 2. Hazard ratios (HRs) for sudden cardiac death by the quartiles of usual levels of ratio of left
ventricular (LV) mass to body surface area (BSA). HRs and their 95% “floating absolute” CIs per LV mass/
BSA are shown. The size of the box is proportional to the inverse of the variance of HR. The first category is
the reference (n=905).
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been detected by echocardiography in 16% to 19% of a
general population and at least 20% to 23% or even more
often among hypertensive subjects.9,13,22,25 Repeated assess-
ment of LV mass indicated that the change in LV mass in the
general male population was very slight over many years. We
also demonstrated that LV adjusted by height was also related
to the risk of SCD. However, LV mass per height2.7 index is
not considered to be an adequate method for normalization of
LV mass for body size.17 It has been proposed that the
indexation per height may misclassify very tall or short
subjects.17

The electrophysiological alterations induced by the
increased LV mass may initiate fatal arrhythmias among
patients with LV hypertrophy,24 which has been shown to
increase in the frequency and complexity of fatal ventricular
arrhythmias,24–26 and the risk of SCD could be independent
from the level of LV function.12 LV hypertrophy has been
associated with longer action potential durations, increased
dispersion of repolarization, and vulnerability to fatal arrhyth-
mias.27,28 These pathophysiologies may be fostered by the
development of myocardial fibrosis in subjects with LV
hypertrophy, which are important contributing mechanisms
of SCD without significant occlusion of coronary arteries. The
increase in LV mass lowers coronary-flow reserve with
increased oxygen requirements, reduces endothelial

vasodilatory capacity, and impairs LV muscle filling and
contractility.29 Some SCDs may be caused by unexpected
plaque rupture that has been found among patients with the
presence of both LV hypertrophy and coronary artery
disease.30,31 Hypertensive LV hypertrophy is associated with
vascular hypertrophy, which may increase the serious conse-
quences of coronary artery occlusion by sudden plaque
rupture and/or thrombosis.12,31 Electrocardiographically
defined LV hypertrophy during antihypertensive therapy is
associated with a lower likelihood of SCD independently of
blood pressure among hypertensive patients.32 On the basis
of both animal and human studies, antihypertensive therapy
could cause regression of LV hypertrophy, leading to lowered
risk of cardiovascular events.32,33 As the pathophysiology of
underlying LV hypertrophy is multifactorial, however, there are
no specific therapeutic agents that are specifically targeted to
LV hypertrophy independently of blood-pressure-lowering
therapies.34

This representative sample of men makes it possible to
generalize the observed results in the male population,
although these findings need to be reaffirmed in females
and non-European ethnic groups. However, prior findings
based on women and other ethnic groups have found no
evidence to suggest an altered mechanism of SCD by race or
gender.35 The within-person variability of LV mass was taken

LV hypertrophy
(>125 vs. ≤125 g/m2)

LV function (FS > 34 %)*

Hypertension

Coronary heart disease

Pulmonary disease

Body mass index (kg/m2)

Use of β-blockers

Age (years)

Subgroup

low
high

no
yes

no
yes

no
yes

<25
≥25

no
yes

Bottom Third (mean 46.8 yrs)
Middle Third (mean 54.4 yrs)
Top third (mean 56.9 yrs)

Category

42
21

33
30

30
33

55
8

14
49

38
25

10
22
31

Events

377
434

576
233

659
155

737
75

259
555

698
116

312
246
256

Subjects

3.57 (1.73, 7.39)

2.41 (1.09, 5.34)

1.91 (0.58, 6.25)
3.02 (1.67, 5.47)

3.34 (1.66, 6.71)
1.84 (0.82, 4.14)

1.60 (0.34, 7.64)

2.56 (1.36, 4.82)

2.51 (0.98, 6.42)

1.95 (0.91, 4.16)

2.86 (1.39, 5.87)

2.36 (1.32, 4.23)
6.80 (1.58, 29.27)

5.26 (2.17, 12.78)
2.13 (1.01, 4.49)

HR (95% CI)

.972

.250

.751

.184

.490

.268

.221

P value for
interaction

11 1.5 3 5

HR (95% CI)
*FS > 34 % is based on the median value
HR=hazard ratio, LV= left ventricular

Figure 3. Association of left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy (LV mass/body surface area of >125 g/m2) in the clinical subgroups. FS indicates
fractional shortening; HR, hazard ratios.
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into account in multivariable analysis showing the effect of
long-term exposure on SCD risk (eg, due to changes in health
habits and medications). LV mass with the definition of LV
diameter was assessed using the standardized M-mode
echocardiography, which is a widely accepted method for
the assessment of LV mass. The definition of LV mass
by using M-mode echocardiography is a standard method,
emphasizing the utilities of LV mass defined by M-mode for
risk prediction.14,24 The availability of more advanced cardiac
imaging modalities to define better descriptors of LV function
is a valuable asset in clinical studies, but cost tends to be a
limiting factor in population-based studies. Other imaging
modalities were not used to assess cardiac function and
structure at the time of baseline examination. In addition to
LV mass, we limited the use of the number of echocardio-
graphic variables to avoid overadjustment from highly
collinear variables.

In conclusion, this study provides evidence that LV mass is
a noninvasive echocardiographic parameter that improves risk
stratification for SCD in a population-based sample of men.
Identification of subjects with LV hypertrophy, which can be
easily defined in clinical practice, could provide an additional
tool in the prediction of the risk of SCD. Additional evidence
is still needed to support the assessment of LV mass for
screening individuals at higher risk of SCD.
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